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ABSTRACT
This work presents a platform for linked legislative data to engage
citizens in transparent and effective democracies. With a focus on
scaling up participatory approaches from local to national level,
the approach extends well established and open source tools and
technologies, to build mobile monitoring and analysis tools that
increase transparency of law-making and implementation to
citizens. This is achieved by combining open data and open
services with user and citizen generated content, in order to
address citizen’s needs in the context of open government. Data
and feeds from trusted sources are interconnected with new and
re-purposed data feeds generated by users via the social web to
form a meaningful, searchable, customizable, re-usable and open
data-focused personalised mobile public service approach. The
framework exploits the social aspects of open data, as well as the
training of users, citizens and public servants to be able to
understand and demand useful public open data, as well as
facilitate the opening of more data.
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• Information systems → Entity resolution • Human-centered
computing → User studies • Human-centered computing →
Empirical studies in HCI • Social and professional topics →
Government technology policy
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1

Introduction

In recent years, we have been witnessing an increased interest
in e-government technologies. The ubiquitous connectivity of the
Web makes for IT-powered open, citizen-collaborative and
interactive governance. The global move towards e-government is
evident from the rapid increase of country participation to the
Open Government Partnership (OGP) [1]. Since its founding in
2011, OGP has grown to 79 country and 20 local members that
work alongside thousands of civil society organisations.
The growing interest in e-government solutions is due to the
unrivalled transparency it brings to the legislation process,
enabling the prevention or detection of corruption, as well as
accountability [2]. Furthermore, e-government promotes
democracy itself, encouraging the participation of users in the
stages of decision-making [3]. In this manner, e-democracy can be
catalytic in breaking the present governance pattern where a
political party has full and undisputed control over legislation and
decision making, while citizens participate only in the few days of
the election period [4]. The trend on e-government follows two
main directions at present [5]. The first direction aims at opening
government data to the public. The legislation and governing
processes are exposed to citizens and stakeholders like companies,
governing parties, investors and researchers. Some examples of
data that have been opened to the public include:
•
•
•

Legislature on immigration, environment, gender balance,
health services, and human rights of sensitive citizen groups
[6-8].
Economic data, such as distribution of national or prefectural
budgets [9,10].
Proceedings of council and committee meetings, as a means
of exposing early discussion on a given topic [11-13].
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The second direction aims at open services that access
existing, large volumes of open data, while promoting the
engagement of users [14].
This work describes the approach, the framework, platform
and experimentation on the co-creation of public services through
open data and technologies by citizens and administrations. It
reports on the citizen engagement on the design and the use of the
created services and data. This approach empowers the citizens to
engage in many stages of public legislation activities as well as
provides the experience for them to outline and support the
creation of new public services [15].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2
overviews the background and related work, while section 3
presents the identified citizen requirements for the proposed
approach. Section 4 presents the concept and architecture of the
framework. Section 5 describes the approach methodology, while
section 6 reports on the experiments on citizen engagement and
the findings. Finally, section 7 presents the discussion and future
work.

2

Background and Related Work

Apart from their thematic categorization, open data have a rich
set of metadata, designating their spatio-temporal placement and
scale [16]. Thus, opened information has attributes referring to the
affected geographical area, whose scale can range from continent
national to municipality and prefecture [13,17]. Information may
also have temporal attributes, such as validity duration or timevariant status [18] (e.g., a legislation procedure can be in
discussion, drafting, and submission to parliament phase). The
second direction of development and innovation seeks to use the
massive volumes of opened data to enhance citizen engagement. It
requires (i) public and up-do-date data, (ii) granted right to
information for the citizens, (iii) civil participation and (iv) the
existence of citizen complaint/feedback mechanisms [19,20].
This direction empowers the citizens with tools necessary to:
•

•

Obtain a picture of (and monitor) the state of affairs in the
governance sector. Thus, public processes become open to
scrutiny by multiple independent observers [21].
Get involved: comment on legislature trends, pose/identify
problems and express need for resolution via new /updated
legislature [22,23]. To this end, the power of modern social
media is leveraged in related solutions, with the potential to
complement platforms or websites dedicated to e-governing
[24]. On the other hand, social media constitute a promising
platform for discussions, being more direct, secure, popular,
ubiquitous and well-connected to many aspects of modern
life (casual, formal, professional, entertainment).

However, two main problems persist and obstruct the success
of e-government solutions. The fragmentation of open data is a
major issue, arising from the natural heterogeneity of the opened
data, in terms of actual content, structure, format and database
technology [25-28]. The lack of a cross-repository and welldefined structure hinders the “stitching” of distributed data into
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meaningful bird-eye views on a given topic that interests the
citizens. The second problem faced by e-government solutions is
the poor interface. Given the abundance and heterogeneity of
related data, it is tough for the average citizen to understand and,
therefore, participate to the governing process [27-29].
Specifically:
•
•

It is unclear how to use the present e-government platforms
and it is not feasible to train the citizens.
It is tough to understand the actual governance processes,
given that the user is exposed to unneeded terminology and
bureaucratic processes. There is no smart filtering
mechanism that can deduce which details are not needed and,
subsequently, screen them out.

Thus, battling corruption through public participation and
scrutiny remains ineffective, while accountability for dubious
legislature is unclear. It is particularly difficult for related
approaches to answer to questions such as: “Who initiated or
influenced the legislation process?”, “Who supported it in the
parliament?” and “Who are the key actors that could benefit from
influencing it?” [28,30-33].
The proposed framework addresses these issues in the scope of
transparent and accountable legislation. It specifies an approach of
a unified interface for monitoring and commenting on the
legislation actions, leveraging the full power of three
technologies, (i) the Web 3.0, mobile and social media, to capture
the evolution of society, develop efficient public services,
facilitate the transformation of public services by users and
accommodate the on-going transition from stationary to mobile;
(ii) semantics, to enable transparency of information, enabling the
users and administrations to access all related information; and
(iii) natural language processing, to implement accountability
through detection of actors and data points related to the actors
and activities. The user requirements were derived from public
administrations, active citizens, businesses and Non-governmental
Organizations (NGOs).

3

User Requirements for Open Legislation
Citizen Engagement

“Is crowdsourcing the future for legislation?” Brian Heaton
recently asked in an article focusing on experiments in the U.S.
allowing citizens to propose and edit legislation online [34]. In
Europe, the Finnish crowdsourcing experiment in writing a new
law on off-road traffic has gained much attention, both with
regard to the legislative and the educative experiences [35]. Other
approaches have contributed to the theoretical and technical
foundations of legislative crowdsourcing [36]. However, if
crowdsourcing is defined as “an open call for anyone to
participate in an online task” [37], the traditional arguments
against participatory democracy come into being again: in
particular, the argument that those citizens ready to participate in
a deliberative legislative process will not represent the “silent
majority”, so that participatory democracy may lead to distortions
in the representation of societal interests [38]. That is why the
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Figure 1: Mobile Public Service Platform Overview
“non-moderated crowdsourcing” approach seems to be
appropriate or even required to complement legislative
crowdsourcing in the narrower sense. “Non-moderated
crowdsourcing” means systematic automatized listening to the
discourses going on in civil society, in particular in the Social
Networks of the Web 3.0 [39]. Previous works have shown the
high potential of exploiting the Social Networks for complex
public dialogue societal issues such as policy making [41-43].
Thus, the conclusion has to be that, if crowdsourcing is the future
for legislation, and there is some indication for this assumption, it
will be a well assorted mix of crowdsourcing approaches that will
make the best possible use of the “wisdom of the crowds” and will
improve the participatory legitimization of legislation.
Previous works show that the successful facilitation of citizen
participation has successfully provided services to citizens, using
data from several sources [44]. The vision is a citizen-driven
service based on public data that enable high-level data analysis to
create the services of the future. Based on the findings of Gaventa
and Barret [45] and Nam [46], the main challenges for the public
service citizen acceptance, usability, transparency and
accountability are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Human factors in citizen participation for the design,
development, and deployment of public mobile services
Trust for open process, open data and open services to
increase trustworthiness of the public administration to the
citizens.
Creation of open and transparent public services, using
citizen, state and third-party collaborations, to ensure
accountability.
Support for open government initiatives and highest-level
policy making through national and local government
monitoring and active and passive citizen engagement.
Generated public value metrics through insight into the
governance process that will assess transparency, social
uptake and opening of data from the public.
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6.

Functional requirements for mobile technologies to measure
the benefit from focus on civic engagement through mobile
location-based interfaces.

The legislation process is realized through the generic cycle of
policy design, formulation and evaluation. From the need finding
work and statement of need for a law to the approval of the
elements and integration to existing legislation, there is a
multitude of actors and stakeholders involved in the design and
formulation to the evaluation. The recipients are the states and
citizens. They both manifest in a variety of qualities and
quantities, from the individual active citizen to NGOs,
administrations and committees. The proposed approach satisfies
the above requirements through the following functionalities:
Expose and interconnect topics of every-day life affected by
the legislation.
•
Expose the actors influencing the legislation: lobbies, players
and stakeholders related to specific topics.
•
Form a case relating a topic to a set of actors.
•
Monitor the process of legislation on each case throughout its
stages.
•
Provide a social media-based interface for commenting on
each case.
Thus, being open to public scrutiny by multiple independent,
citizens, the exposure of potential corruption or legislative
omissions (i.e., deliberate or accidental) can be facilitated.
Accountability follows, exposing the actors related to a case, as
sources of potential foul play.
•

4

Architecture

A general overview of platform functionality is depicted in
Figure 1. Major stakeholders, such as citizens, providers,
parliaments and administrations, involved in the collaborative
design of mobile public services, are shown on the left and the
end-users on the right. As illustrated, the platform encapsulates
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components for interaction design, open services provision, open
process deliberation and open data management. These are
consolidated into the transparency surface, which provides mobile
public services with required content and functionalities. The
integration of the aforementioned technologies for citizen
engagement is illustrated by the layered architecture in Figure 2.

government and data that convey the stages of the legislation
formulation. Citizen-centric public services enhance the
collaboration of administrations with citizens, NGOs and
communities for the transformation of traditional public services
to tools that enable and empower citizens to engage in their
community and directly participate in the validation of local
government actions. The challenge, at this point, was to research
how transparency on the local level affects the governmental work
on the national level.
The platform itself provides open source tools for (i)
unification of open data repositories, (ii) co-designing “cases” (in
the form of simple mobile public service apps), (iii) modelling the
legislation process exposing actors, status per case, (iv) providing
citizen collaboration and feedback mechanisms via incorporation
to social media, (v) illustrating the status of each case in a userfriendly manner and (vi) evaluating citizen engagement.

5.1

Figure 2: Multi user type co-creation architecture
The data were collected from multiple sources, ranging from
open government data, social media content, blogs, citizengenerated data and publicly available parliamentary debates.
These data sources collectively constitute the data layer, which
supplies the data processing layer with data values. The data
processing layer harnesses standard statistical analyses [47], as
well as semantic analysis [48], argument mining [49] and
reputation management [50]. The co-design of the public services
apps utilizes transparency-centric services and usability
methodologies for social collaboration tools, user-experience
design
frameworks,
personalization
infrastructure
and
visualization capabilities [51]. The privacy and trust are part of
the open data management layer. It encapsulates all necessary
functionality for preserving privacy and ensuring trustworthiness
of provided tools and services [52]. The transparency interface
forms the key component for information exchange between the
co-design collaboration teams and the data management
implementation schemes.
The mobile public services implement the monitoring of
legislation formulation, links to citizen education services on
corruption and policy making, monitoring capabilities of local
administration existing data on results and performance and
correlation and cross-analysis of public administration at local and
national and social sustainability through monitoring of citizen
interaction and usage metrics.

5

Approach

Regarding the open and transparent legislation process and
support for end-to-end monitoring of legislation procedures for
transparency is a primary function. This requires the introduction
of processes that utilise the fundamental functions of open
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Transparency

The co-designers (end-users) utilised the open source SARA
semantic search engine that indexes semantically linked
legislation cases provided from eur-lex.europa.eu and data sources
from opengov.gr [53, 54]. The keyword search returns cases
ranked by primary entities that are derived from the user-entered
keywords, as well as entities close to the primary entities from the
ontologies [55-57]. Additionally, results include names of actors
(entities) in the cases and other related cases that include the same
actors using automatic deduction [58]. The status tracking
provided feedback on the status of the cases through date-based
search. Thus, the search results list the related cases, their status
and related actors through combined use of linked data [59,60],
statistical querying [61] and reputation management [62, 63].
As a result, the above approach enables the expanded
functionality of the comparative search of the legislation
processes of two or more countries. By itself, this can enable the
pinpointing of critical “bottlenecks” in terms of corruption,
transparency and accountability between types of cases (e.g.
economy vs. labour) and between places (e.g. Germany vs.
Poland). Thus, an interesting by-product of the semantic search
across linked data is the answer to questions such as: “What
changes are required to “equalize” the legislation procedures of
Austria and Greece?” [15,64].

5.2

Accountability

Accountability examples include answering the following
types of questions per case: “Was the declared budget of the case
allocated as initially specified?”, “Who were the final recipients of
the budget?”, “Was the case implemented as specified?” and “Did
it meet the time schedule?” The described approach exposes the
related actors accountable for the success or failure of the case
[65,66]. Natural language processing (NLP) was the key-enabler
to the processing of open data repositories [67] and building
ontologies
for
the
validation
cases,
co-citation
networks/intellectual bases [68], sharply increased topical
terms/legislation trends and time-zone views [69], betweenness
centrality [70], and n-gram term extraction [71].
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6.3

Experiment
Participants and the Study Setup

We conducted an in-lab study with 12 participants (5 females),
10 of them were students and two were legislation experts,
recruited working for the parliament. The mean age was 24.4
years with a standard deviation of 5.1 years. Their self-reported
digital literacy score was 87% while the perceived score is 82%,
which is expectable for the age group. The participants sat in front
of a 26-inch monitor connected to a late-2016 MacBook Pro set
up with the ontology and data as well as the drag and drop
functional co-creation environment. The tools (semantic search
and NLP components) were used to process and index the data.
Time recording and interaction focus tools (area selector and
heatmap calculators) were also set up to measure the engagement
in terms of time spend on specific aspects of the co-creation
process. The services were setup to be explored on two 12.9-inch
iPad Pro devices.
All the preparation materials were presented on a video and a
Q&A session involving all participants took place after the
preparation. Next, the legislation experts presented specific points
regarding the legislation services that would be created and the
challenges that would be addressed. The participants worked
through the preparation at their own pace.

6.2

User Evaluation

Service co-creation: The participants relied heavily on the
querying of the information required to formulate the legislation.
One major issue was that the indexed data were not as useful for
the formulation as they were with the evaluation. This was due to
the fact that the datasets that were analysed for this work were
mostly curated though earlier policy processes. To overcome that
fact, the participants used Google Search to discover their
information that they could use to formulate their arguments.
Then they used keywords from that search to search the study
datasets. That was a real-life simulation of what citizens (and the
media) do when governments present issues to the public and
necessities for change. During that phase, the participants engaged
in the formulation collected the information and added it to the
mobile app as content. Same process was followed for the
evaluation of the legislation, with the main difference being that
the iPad devices were used.

Main Study Procedures

The study consisted of three sections: a co-creation section, a
quiz section and a user feedback section. The service co-creation
tasks were performed by teams of three participants, where each
team was comprised of two users and an expert. Each of the six
teams was asked to create one service that monitors the
formulation of a legislation and evaluates the legislation policy.
Each team had to document their requirements for four major
aspects: search/discovery, analysis (named entity recognition),
linked topics and time information. The study also included
usability evaluation, which is outside the scope of this manuscript.
For each legislation service, two random teams were asked to
construct quizzes of four open questions, each derived from the
requirement aspects. One quiz was constructed for each
legislation engagement task, formulation and evaluation of the
legislation. Finally, all participants provided user feedback on the
engagement experience [72].
The participants started by selecting a legislation from a pool
of pre-selected, processed (NLP and semantic) and indexed
datasets and formulating the requirements. Then each team
created a dual mobile service via the framework environment. The
facilitators assisted the teams on the technical level. The users
required assistance with clarifications on the drilling in on the
relations of the entities though the visualization of the semantic
search engine and the types of entities and their origin as well as
with the formatting for presentation on the mobile service app.
The presentation from each team was randomly ordered.
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Figure 3: Engagement feedback
Quiz section: The participating teams filled in the answers to
the questions and their rationale, aiming to convince the peer
evaluation teams. The peer evaluation teams provided their review
of the answers. The most salient quiz question was “How many
items and relations did you find that were pertinent to the
legislation?”, which was present in all quizzes in various forms.
The rest of the questions were mostly recall questions and
qualitative feedback oriented, such as “Rank the type of
information that mostly helped you to formulate the legislation”,
“Report on the number of findings that were key to your
evaluation of the legislation (accountability assignment)” and
“Who are the key beneficiaries of this legislation?”
User feedback: Having experienced all tasks, the participants,
students and experts, evaluated their experience. They selfreported on their 1) perceived engagement per level per session
and 2) perceived engagement and value of information per type of
activity. The results were recorded on a Likert scale of 1 to 5, 1
standing for not at all or very slightly engaged and 5 for
completely or almost completely engaged (Figure 3). Each session
activity was rated by the active team that created the legislation
services and two peer review teams that were presented by the
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output and validated the findings (whether they agreed with or not
was irrelevant to the engagement level). Search/discovery yielded
the highest level of engagement, outlining the importance of
information to enable the citizens to truly understand the needs
and the potential benefits of public policies. On the other hand,
time information was lacking from the datasets, leading to much
lower engagement.

7

Conclusion and Further Work

Increasing information and knowledge exchange, enhanced
connectivity, openness and transparency provide new
opportunities for public administrations to become more efficient
and effective and provide user-friendly services, while reducing
costs and administrative burden. The availability of open data can
facilitate the creation of personalised, user-friendly and innovative
services; stimulate new markets, businesses and jobs, by adding
value to the original data provided by government; improve the
quality of decision-making and promote greater trust in public
institutions. Along those lines the proposed framework focuses on
the concepts of open and transparent legislation process at
national and Federal/European level and mobile, local government
services through citizen-centric public service applications.
Our findings show that semantic search is the key to revealing
connections between actors and beneficiaries in public policies
while boosting accountability. Users self-reported that they
strongly believe that citizen engagement in the policy formulation
ensures transparency, while transparency then aids enables
accountability, especially for policy evaluation. This work
revealed how citizen engagement is strengthened when present in
all policy stages. Both experts and non-experts agreed that the
engagement of non-experts, i.e. active citizens, is crucial to open,
transparent public law making.
An essential aspect of successful citizen engagement is the
possibility of opening non-publicized, yet important, policy
making and legislation actions to the public, such as city and
government accessibility. Further work is warrantied on how such
non-critical but essential actions towards better for quality of life
can be brought forward on the policy and on the technology level
[73-76]. Our future work will also focus on the use of
collaborative filtering techniques in order to include
recommendations from other citizens [41,77-85].
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